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HYPOTHESIS TESTING: HOW IT WORKS
 The purpose of the hypothesis test is to test a claim about a parameter:
 There will always be two hypotheses
NULL
(1) Ho: _________________
 Sin

ALTERNATIVE
(2) Ha: _________________

h null is h s a us quo i ’s som hing ha has alr ady b n s ablish d or the way things are thought to be
 We reject or fail to reject this null based on evidence from a _____________
 You cannot just accept the ______ because h null an’ r ally v r b

rov d jus dis rov d

 If we find a sample with results far enough from what the null said, we can reject it
 Assum ha h r ’s r ason o qu s ion h
Ho: h av rag h igh is 5’10” (70”)
Ha: h av rag h igh is no 5’10”

s ablish d av rag h igh of

o l in h world ( ollu ion hormon s etc.):

 If the null was really true, we would expect some
variability in any sample _____________ we might collect
 However, there is a certain point where the sample
average is too ______________
 The cut-off for this point where we can reject the null
is known as the ________________ (CV) – t, z, etc.

70”

EXAMPLE 1: Referring back to the hypothesis test above, assume the critical value is 2.33 and the test statistic from the
sample collected was -2.92. Is there enough evidence to assume that the average height of people worldwide has changed
from h s ablish d h igh of 5’10”?
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TYPE I AND TYPE II ERRORS
 Pretend that you are now studying an association between cancer and water
Ho: water and cancer are not associated
Ha: water and cancer are associated
Reject Ho
.

Water and cancer
really aren’t associated

Water and cancer
really are associated

Fail to reject Ho

Type 1 = wrongly rejecting Ho

Correct decision

Conclude that water and cancer ________

Conclude that water and cancer are not

associated, but you messed up

associated, and you’re right 

Correct decision

Type 2 = wrongly failing to reject Ho

Conclude that water and cancer are

Conclude that water and cancer ________

associated, and you’re right 

associated, but you messed up
β = power level

 There are also probabilities associated with these errors:

α = significance level
Reject Ho

Fail to reject Ho

Probability of Type 1 error = α

Correct decision = β

Probability of correct decision = _________ Probability of Type 2 error = 1 – β

 Ideally, every hypothesis test should have a low _________ and a high _________
 The only way to decrease both these types of errors is to increase the sample size that you collect
EXAMPLE 1: Some researchers think there is reason to believe that average sexual activity has increased since 2000. It
may be due to exposure to sexual content through TV shows, music videos and social media. State the null and alternative
hypotheses and describe what a Type 1 error would be for this hypothesis test.
Ho:

Ha:

Type 1 error:
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NULL AND ALTERNATIVE


There are a few ways the hypotheses may be stated:
 “at least”, “is _____ and higher”
Ho:
Ha:
 “is”, “equals”
Ho:
Ha:
 “different from”, “is not”
Ho:
Ha:



 “lower than”, “less than”
Ho:
Ha:
 “more than”, “greater than”
Ho:
Ha:
 “at most”, “is _____ and lower
Ho:
Ha:

When dealing with means or proportions, you simply use the symbols µ and p in your hypotheses
 Remember: (in full problems) you decide this by whether you are given a standard deviation (____) or not (____)

EXAMPLE 1: There is a new Android phone that has come out. They want to test you to test the claim that people spend, between the
phone and accessories, at least $340 on their first purchase. State the null and alternative hypotheses.

EXAMPLE 2: AT&T wants to claim that customers spend less than 10 minutes on the phone before having their issue handled by the
customer service representative. State the null and alternative hypotheses.

EXAMPLE 3: A business journal wants to estimate the percentage of companies with female CEOs within the United States. They want
to prove that at most 30% of companies, nationwide, have a female CEO. State the null and alternative hypotheses.
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PRACTICE 1: A researcher wants to see if the students currently in your university are either older or younger than students
from 10 years ago, who were 25-years-old on average. What are your null and alternative hypotheses?

PRACTICE 2: Referring to Practice 1, what would a Type II error be?

PRACTICE 3: Referring to Practice 1, if the researcher concluded that the mean age of current students is different from 25,
and the mean age of the current students is actually different from 25, what type of error has occurred?

PRACTICE 4: You know coffee affects word recall. If it is known that the average number of words people can recall is 7 and
you want to see if people who drink coffee recall a greater number of words, what are your null and alternative hypotheses?

PRACTICE 5: Referring to Practice 4, if you concluded that coffee improves memory, and coffee actually doesn’t improve
memory, what type of error has occurred?
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CRITICAL VALUE / REJECTION REGION

Ho = null Ha = alternative

 The alternative hypothesis (______) tells you the tail (right or left) that you will be

zc or tc = critical values

working on, as well as the direction of the _________________ (RR)
 The area of this tail is given by the significance level (______)
 The critical z or t-value separate the rejection region from the non-rejection region

z or t = test statistics
α = significance level

 Instead of using the confidence level to find the critical values before, we use _____ for hypothesis testing

Ho: µ ≥ 10

Ho: µ = 10

Ho: µ ≤ 10

Ha: µ < 10

Ha: µ ≠ 10

Ha: µ > 10

zc: __________

zc: __________

zc: __________

tc: α and df = _____

tc: _____ and df = n – 1

tc: α and df = _____

 The rejection can either be pointed out in a drawing or written out in a formal equation:
RR: z ≤ -zc

RR: |z| ≥ zc

RR: z ≥ zc

RR: t ≤ -tc

RR: |t| ≥ tc

RR: t ≥ tc

EXAMPLE 1: It is determined that, at most, 50% of
people in the United States approve of Kanye and Kim’s
new baby name, North West. A sample of 100 randomly
selected individuals revealed that 48% liked the baby’s
name. Using a 5% significance level, what is the rejection
region?

EXAMPLE 2: You feel like your 5-year college plan is
weird so you want to see if the average amount of time
spent getting a bachelor’s degree is different from 5
years. You sample 16 randomly selected students and
find and average and standard deviation of 6.25 and 1.2
years. What is the rejection region using α = .01.
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PRACTICE 1: The weight of all Lay’s chips produced should be 9.7 ounces per bag. A company will shut down a factory if
they are producing bags which are weighing anything different than 9.7 ounces (lighter or heavier). A random sample of 16
bags is selected. The average and standard deviation from this sample is 9.8 and 2, respectively. If we want to test this
using a 10% significance level, what would the rejection region be?

PRACTICE 2: Referring to Practice 1, what would the rejection region be if we used an α = .05?

PRACTICE 3: The average IQ of people within the United States is 100. It is believed that students who graduate from
Harvard also have a higher IQ than the average American. 100 Harvard graduates are randomly selected and the mean and
standard deviation are 125 and 20, respectively. What is the rejection region if you were to test the claim at an α = .001?

PRACTICE 4: Referring to Practice 3, suppose we wanted to test to see if Garbage University had a lower IQ score than the
average American. 64 Garbage graduates are randomly selected and the mean and standard deviation are 105 and 30,
respectively. Using an α = .001, what would the rejection region be?
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